
Progression 
 
 
Metroplex 
 
This is a progressive jazz tune with a harder feel to it, somewhat approaching almost a funk feel. It took 
a while to find the samples that would make a song like this work right, most of the ones I use in this are 
original. The song structure is a bit complex, so if anyone is interested, there are chords for each part in 
the metroplx.s3m sample text. 
 
 
The Crossing 
 
I entered this song into the MC3 music compo. Results aren't out at this time so I don't know how it 
fared. Some people think is Realization III, but I think it has a different flavor to it. The guitar samps are 
original, and all of them were actually played by myself, it is one of the few tunes that I have written on 
guitar first and then transferred over to a tracked format. 
 
 
Collage 
 
This is another guitar piece, this time with a flute lead and a bit of organ. It's a bit more complex than 
Crossing, because I use about 3 different bridges throughout the tune. It is hard to write decent guitar 
music in a tracker, and it's even harder to find the right technique for getting a good rock groove. But 
the more you try to accomplish it, the closer the songs become to the 'real thing'. 
 
 
Point 
 
Techno! Well, maybe not. I took some breakbeat loops and sliced em up, added a bit of my own rums, 
and layered a bunch of synth pads over the whole mess. It's not terribly interesting harmonically, but it'd 
be good to run in the background of something else, or maybe you could play it whilst doing some mind-
altering substances. :> 
 
 
Isotoxin 
 
I don't know what to call this style. I did this in about 7 hours (quite quick for me these days) after 
listening to a lot of Aphex Twin and Orb. It's basically a groove-oriented track, I tried to keep the melody 
minimal, but it's hard for me to do that sometimes. It sounds somewhat futurisitic and electronic, so I 
renamed it to Isotoxin, which is a word that conjures up that kind of vibe.. 
 
 
Grey Note (live) 
 
This is pure club jazz, clean and simple. The sax samples are from Branford Marsalis, the drums are from 
Vinnie, and the main chord progression is from Basehead/FM (thanks Dan!). Sit back and enjoy it, sip a 



cup of cappucino, wear a beret, and try to pretend you are in some club somewhere trying to act as cool 
as you want to be. :) 
 
 
All coding by Necros / FM 
Do not distribute the songs separately! 
to contact, e-mail necros@axs.net 
Please read FM.NFO for latest updates... 
All music (C) 1995 Necros / FM 
Confucius say: Man who track, have no life! 
Ripping songs is FUCKING LAME! 
Greets to XTEN/iCE for the great gfx! 
Credit the samps you rip! Some are mine! 
All songs written in ScreamTracker 3.2b 
five musicians 1995 
legend design 1995 
ftp:dragon.axs.net /pub/demos/songs/necros 
This is a subliminal message. 
If you like this, send money! :> 
ftp: ftp.mpoli.fo /starport/music/fm/*.* 
See at NAID '96! :> 
werdtomybaygledogwoop 
Big Brother is watching you. Or maybe not. 
Jesse Helms is the Anticrhist. 
Music is the refined expression of the soul 
Death to General MIDI! :) 
Some samples made using FatTracker 2.03b 
Code written in Watcom 10.0 with PMODE/W 
All coding by Necros/FM (yes I code too!) 
for (me=0 ;me <END_OF_LIFE;me++) track(me); 
What is life without art? 
Made in the USA (no, not in Finland) 
Play this to your pets, they'll love it.. 
(insert silly message here) 


